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The Asse,..ment of Achie \ einem Programme
(AAPI was established bs The Scottish Office
Education and Industr Deportment (SOEID) iii
1981 to monitor the performance of pupils in
Scottish schook in particular areas of the
curriculum. Since 1983. there ha\ e been regular
sur\ evs in three core curricular areas English
language. mathematics and science. The main
objectives of the AAP are to describe national
le\ ek of attainment and to provide e \ idence about
changes in these levels over time. The surve\ s
are intended to inform the SOEID. education
authorities. teachers and other interested parties
about the achievement of pupils and to indicate
\\ a\ s of impro \ ing teaching and learning.

The 1994 AAP Mathematics survey

ilus surve\ w as directed by Dr I .1 Robertson.
1.ecturer (Research) and 'Mr R C Nlecchan. I lead
of the Department of" Nlathematics. Science and
Teclmological Education in the Facult \ of
Education (.1ordanhill). \ ersit \ of Strathel \ de.
Glasgow. They also directed the third sur\ e \ of
mathematics, carried out in I Q9 I.

The responsibility for draw ing samples of schools
and pupils \\ ithin schools lies with the AAP
Central Support Unit (CM: I established at the
Scottish Council for Research in Education
(SCRE) in Edinburgh. The\ advise on technical
matters and liaise w ith participating schmds.
distribute materials for the w ritten assessments
and carr\ out the statistical analysis of sur eN data.

The AAP Nlathematics sur \ e took place in \Lk/
June 1994. It has provided information on:

J current performance of \\ ritten and practical
mathematics at Primar\ 4 (P4). Primar\ 7 (P7)
and Secondary 2 (S2). w ith detailed anal\ ses

ithin the categories of InlOrmation
Handling: A umber, Money arid Measurement:
Shape. Pronion and .11ovcmcm and Problcm
Solvint;:

comparkoo, between stages on \\ ritten and
practical tasks:

.J comparison of the performances of boys and
girls at each stage:

J comparison of performance in 1994 w ith
findings Inmi the 1991 and 1988 surve\ s:

_J performance in relation to levels of National
Guidclines : llathematic.s 5-14.

Sampling

Samples of pupik at P4. P7 and 52 stages were
selected to be representatk e of pupils in all
mainstream schools, whether education authorit .

giant-aided or independent. Over 9000 pupil,
completed assessments. The \N, ritten survey
involved 2(133 pupils at P4.2563 at P7 and 4007
at S2. About half at each stage took part in the
sur\ e \ of performance on practical mathematics
tasks including practical problem solving. Equal
numbers of boys and girls were chosen for ever\
aspect of the sur\ cy.

Assessment

Assessment \\ as based on the curriculum dehned
in National (luidelinc.\ llathematic.
1 nlOrmation landlin:;. Vunther. .1-loney and
11mm/iv/nem and Shape. PaAilion and Movement
have been adopted as the main AAP reporting
categories. Sub-categories can be seen to be
closek related to strands of 5-14 guidelines.
Figure 1 overleaf illustrates the assessment
framework used in the surve \

To assess the learning outcome of:Van/hem...Wm/ex
and Mcamtrement, the sub-categories of V 1111thel

(.011(epts.13(1.1i( Prorev\e. and App/icath)//,\ have
been used. Each of these sub-categories has been
further divided. matching (but not identical to)
strands of 5-14 guidelines.

BEST COPY AVAILABLE



Number Concepts includes 5-14 strands of 'add
and subtract, 'multiply and divide' 'range and

pe of numbers'. round numbers'. 'patterns and
sequences'. and 'functions and equations'.

For purposes of assessment. it w as considered
important to distinguish between carrying out
routine algorithms and appl ing them in different
contexts. The AAP survey assessed these as Basic

Powe.s.se.s and Applicaliots, respectivel.

An innovati e aspect of the 1994 ,LII-vey \ as the
development. piloting and 1.1C of extended written
and practical task,' to assess Problem Solving

NUMBER, MONEY AND
MEASUREMENT
Number concepts

Range and type ol nurnners
nntbe ,:o,:aou'as

Pane,", and k>c,,E,,:
Sy,GO'S

Basic processes
P1

Aoo 1 o, 5..01,-I
ki,.1,0 ar-ri

P. a,d S:.'
',"Thoie

, .1

PROBLEM
SOLVING
WnIten ar'd

aac a'

Applications in number.
money and measurement
Wnd - nurlber ard!'t^t,:,;
C,(C.ma,s rac5,d;n9 r-(,,
rrOC!,on'a .1nd c.:;'19-T ;

:00.0 n ntn':.
Practical aspects of number.
money and measurement

Hz,,,o!,r,g money Itme
r.leasu'e anc esemate

SHAPE, POSITION AND MOVEMENT
rt .,,, and praaca. COrde.!'.

Range ol snapes
Ros., oe dnn
Sy ei
Angle

INFORMATION HANDLING
PacrCa, aspects 3r0 otgao.s.no loJt 0, .J5 2

a calculator
,%intten aspects cf.sraay g ancl 'r.efa,et,ng '".-asan

lagure 1: Assessment 1-raniew ork

Survey materials

Altogether 37 dil [crew pupil assessment booklets
%k ere used in the kk rit ten ttrN eN. (There l% ere I 0

booklets at P-1, I 2 booklet. at P7 and 15 booklets

at 52.) This \k as necessar to ensure the greatest
possible coverage of the \ i de mathematics
curriculum current] \ being taught in Scottish
schools. Teachers in the schools sampled
super% the \\ ritten assessments hut do not

provide pupils w ith an.v help w ith the
mathematics. Each pupil attempted two booklets.
One booklet presented mathematics w it hi n
simple. familiar contextual themes. The other
provided a more traditional format, ie one in which
the items were not set in context.

The practical survey, which k% as supervised by
trained assessors, covered information handling.
handling money. measurement, estimation and
problem solving. The use of calculators was
assessed w ith a small number of items in the
practical sur\ e.

Attainment targets and le\ els defined in
lathenunies 5-14 guidelines provided a guide
to the selection of tasks for the 1994 survey. For
coin par i sons of performance over time.
approximatelv two thirds of the v ritten tasks from
1991 \\ere u:,ed in the 1994 surs kn.

Practising teachers were contracted to ss rite new

materials for the 1994 stn.\ ev. Care w as taken

to establish an appropriate balance and
progression of questions in w ritten papers and to
ensure that each pupil would be able to complete
some tasks. 1-1mk e er, in order to assess wht the
most able pupils w ere able to do. it was neeessarv
to include some tasks w hich it w as like! \ that onl
a small number of pupils at a particular stage could

complete successfulk.

Evaluating and reporting
performance

Altogether. os er 1000 'A rinen tasks and Os er 100

practical tasks were used in the 1994 survey. At
P4, approximately 500 pupils attempted each

" inen nlsk and at P7. approximately 400 pupils
attempted each of a larger number of tasks. t
52. over 500 pupils provided data for each task.

Statements about performance of pupils are made

for each of the sub-categories identified in the
assessment framok (Irk. Ahmtst er.\ sub-
category provided information on at least 20 tasks

and most suh-categorie \\ ere considerabl larger.
In general. onl findings hich can be
demonstrated to be statisticalk significant tat the

or 5', lex els of confidence) are reported.

BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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In Ihe 5-14 programme the follow ing broad
criteria indicate the approximate stage of
schooling at which pupik can he expected to attain
the various levels of performance.

I.evel A sh ou.c..-ie attainable in the course of
P -P3 hy almost all pupils.

Les el 13 should he attainable by some pupils
in P3 or earlier, hut certainly by most
in P4.

1.es el C should be attainable in the course of
P4-136 hs most pupils.

1.es el D should h: attainable hs some pupils
in P5-P6 or even earlier. but certainls
by Illost in P7.

Les el E should he attainable hs some pupils
in P7-SI. hut certaink by most in S2.

To make the findings reles ant to teachers, the
project team has matched tasks to levels A - E

it.1

and heNond level E' (E+) as these are delThed in
attainment targets of National GuidelineA:
Mathenuilies5-14.

An indepelident consultant appointed by SOEID
re-i:xamined the match made of tasks to levels in
the 199 I survey. Members of the 1994 AAP
Mathematics Project Committee advised (111 the
match of all new tasks to 5-14 levels. The
Committee also approved the overall balance of
items hy level which was . .hieyed in the survey.

Figure 2 below shows performance in relation to
the 5- i 4 levels for P4. P7 and S2. The data ivlates
to the written tasks.

At P4. the mean score on level B tasks ss as 64(r

and many level C and D tasks were completed
successfully. At P7, the mean score on level D
tasks ss as 58(i and many tasks at level E and
beyond were completed successfully. At S2, the
mean score on level E tasks was 47 '. and many
tasks beyond level E were completed successfull.s.

E+

5 14 levels of tasks

1-ietirc 2: l'erloritiiinix in relation 5 1.4 lc\ el. ',wean 611.e.)

0 P4
III P7

0 52

3
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"I he categories assessed in (he w ritten papers
correspond closel to the strands tbphry and
meritt ci . Task, required the completion and

interpretation of salamis kinds of tables and graphs
including bar graphs. pie charts and line graphs.
. Sactieal sun es tasks assessed (.0i/cut, 004,mimi
;ma 1 )i.sphis- as an integrated set of tasks.

Trends and comparisons

Performance in this outcome was high overall.
There ss as no significant difference in

performance bets\ cell I 99 I and 1994 at an\ stage.

There was evidence of progression: most P4 and
P7 pupils t erc successful in the tasks common
to both stages'. ss ith an increase in performance
es ident at P7. and there was a significantls higher
performance at S2 compared ss ith P7 on tasks
ss hich required interpretation or simple
calculation.

Primary 4

\ll tasks a( les el B and men XW; of tasks at
lec1(' \crc ,Illss1 cued correctls bs two thirds
of pupils.

In the practical stirs es. pupils \sere better at
Catecoi isitic data hs counting and sorting than

bs usiiio tal U tables.

_J in the practical Nurses. 20'; of pupils \sere
able to a drn w. ss ithout an esample pros idcd.
ui acceptabls complete bar graph from data
ss hich the\ had collected themsels es.

Primary 7

_J Perform:wee 011 les r tasks ss as high. At

les el D. just os er hal I the tasks were ered

ogres'll bs two thirds or pupils.

lescl I) tasks. pupils ss ere good at
identi inf ormation in a table or graph but
ss lien interpretation or simple calculation ss as
required. perlormance ss as much lower.

.J In the p ract.cat Nurses. 20'; of pupils were
able to draw a bar graph ss ith a non-unitars
scale \is hich was correct in most details.

Secondary 2

At S2 about 7W; of the tasks at ,levels D and
I. were correetTs MP,ssered :Is two thirds of
pupils.

In the practical surve. half of the S2 pupils
could draw correctls the bar graph in the task
ss hich s as also given to P7 pupils.

Issues

It i.s perhaps not surprising that
performance Was foWer On tasks requiring
interpretation than On tasks which merely
involved direct reading of tables and charts.
Bow can pupils' skills of interpretation best
be developed?

\ed On \\ CI Wan tt)
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.1 his large category cat ered. at all stages, place
t al ue: fraction concepts: conversions between
metric units: rounding: completion of simple
number sequences and equations. At P7 and S2
eoncepts included estimation (of ansts ers to
calculations), decimal fractions and percentages.
negative numhers, understanding of an c,verage
\ al lle (arithmetic mean) and completilM of a
function table. At S2. questions tt ere also set on

rounding to specif ied numbers of decimal places
and significant figures. understanding of simple
inequations and graphs of simple futictions.

Trends and comparisons

There tt ere no signihcant differences at an \ stage
bets\ een performance'. in 1QQ4 and I 99

Place \ alue w hole number) and completion of
simple number sequences and equations were well
understood at each stage. Les,, s\ ell done tt ere
items int olt ing understanding of place value in
decimal numbers !at P7) and more complicated
algebraic tasks 52 I.

There was a significant increase in performance
at P7 compared ts ith P4 on understanding of
I ractions and rounding. Almost all tasks used dt
P7 and S2 showed improvement at S2: for hall
the tasks this was statisticallt significant.
Equit alence al units al length and st orking st itli
integers st Inch included a negative number
show ed the greatest improt ement.

Primary 4

.J 46'; of tasks at let el 13 and 2(P at les el ('

"orc alh\k ercd . correctt h\ its a thirds of
pupils.

1 Place attic in ttt a-digit tt hole numbers ts as
handled st ell lit most pupils. as st as marking

numhers on a numher line.

J Completion of number sequences with simple
rules and simple equations were handled V% ell

h most pupils.

Primary 7

J .45'; of tasks at level I) and 37'; of tasks at
level L were answered correctly by two thirds
of pupils.

Most pupils show ed understanding of
concepts of place \ attic and roundMg tt ith
st hole numbers. Understanding of place value
in decimal numbers w as not secure for many
pupils.

Nlany pupils had difficult \ in converting from
orle metric unit of measure to another.

(.'tultinuatian of simple nutt,ber sequences
and solving simple equations were performed
correctly by most pupils.

Secondary 2

Xft; of tasks at let el C. 45', at level I) and
20'; at loci E st ere answered correctly by
Its a thirds of pupils.

J Mast pupils could rmind whole and decimal
numbers to the nearest It). 100 and WOO.
Performance st as significantly lower in
rounding of decimal numbers to one deciihal
place or a specified numher al significant
figures.

J The understanding almost pupils ts as secure
for coalman fractions such as halt es. thirds,
quarters and eighths hut less secure fen others.

Most pupils understood only the most Luniliar
tt hole 111.1111her percentages.

..J NIan pupils appeared to consider the ant\
cant ersian factors between metric milts to he
III :aid 100.

5 IU
REST COPY AVAILABLE



Less than half the pupils showed
understanding of an average ( arithmetic
mean) or could select an appropriate estimate
for a calculation.

Most pupils were able to complete simple
numerical sequences.

_1 Tasks requiring development of formulae or
substitution into algebraic expressions had
low percentages of pupils answering correctly.

'Ilic solution of simple equations hy inspection
w as achieved by most pupils hut success fell
sharply for more complex equations.

Issues

How and in what order shoula the concepts
of percentages, common fractions and
decimal fractions be introduced?

How can teachers ensure progression in
pupils' knowledge and skills in number
concepts, while achieving consolidation of
previously acquired understanding?

Are SI IS2 pupils, particularly the more
able, receiving sufficient teaching of
algebra?

Why do pupils at all stages find difficulty
in converting between units? Ilow can the
problem be Overcome?

Are pupils given sufficient practice in
estimating answers?

6
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Addition and subtraction with whole numbers and
multiplication and division with whole numbers
were reported as two separate sub-categories at
P4. A small number of tasks with decimal
numbers and tasks where more than one process
was required were also sct at P4. for comparisons
with P7 and to allow the most able pupils to
demonstrate their skills. At P7 and S2. the P4
categories were combined and assessment was of
basic processes sk ith whole numbers and basic
processes with decimals. fractions and
percentages. At all three stages pupils ss ere
assessed on their ability to carry out basic
processes without the use of a calculator.

Trends and comparisons

,At P4. there were significant drops in performance
in 1994 compared with 1991 in both addition and
subtraction (an akerage fall of 4.9'4 over 19
common tasks) and multiplication and division
(a fall of (.5'; over 21 items). There were also
significant drops in performance at both P7 and
S2 on tasks involving fractions, decimals and
percenL,ges (a 4.8'; drop over .26 tasks at P7 and
a fall of 3.5'4 over 39 items at S2 t. Perf)rmance
at S2 on whole number arithmetic also
deteriorated (a drop of 4.9'; over 27 items).

Most P7 pupils \sere able to achieve success on
ss hole number tasks w hie h had loss levels of
success at P4. About half the tasks used at both
P7 and S2 had signi ficantl.s better performances
at

Primary 4

J For addition and subtraction (of kk hole
numbers) 7ft; of pupils were successful on
les el 13 tasks and !teals 60' were ,uccessful
on les el C tasks

7

J For multiplication and division, nearly 6W,',
of pupils were successful on level 13 tasks.
and nearly 4()'/ at level C tasks.

Primary 7

J 23(4 of tasks at level D were answered
correctly by two thirds of puni Is.

J Nearly 90(4 of pupils were successful on
whole number tasks at level C and over 7W:(
at level D.

J Nearly half the pupils were successful with
level D tasks on decimals. fractions and
p :.rcentages and over 40'; v ith level E tasks.

Secondary 2

J 43(4 of tasks at level D and 13`i at level E
were completed correctly by two thirds of
pupils.

J Performance was high for ss hole number tasks
at levels C' and D and half the pupil,
completed level E tasks successfully.

J Most pupils were able to work with decimals,
fractions and percentages at level D and just
over 40'4 were successful kw les el E"' tasks.

Issues

Do pupils, particularly in SI/S2, receive
sufficient experience of paper-and-pencil
work and mental calculation?

Why were there small drops in perfOrmance
in some sub-categories?

.11a.ed on loser than 111a..e.s.lnent
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Assessment tasks in this area co\ ered the
application of mathematical concepts to realistic
situations. Applications \\ ith w hole numbers
requiring addition and subtraction and
zipplications s th w hole numhers requiring
multiplication and di\ ision were reported
separatek at P4. At P7 and S2. strands were
combined as applications of w hole numbers.
Applications of time \yen_ a feature of all stages.
Other reporting sub-categories used at P7 and S2
were applications of decimals (including money).
applications of fractions and percentages and
applications concerned \' itli ratio. speed.
perimeter. formulae and scaly.

Trends and comparisons

At P4 a significant drop in performance w as
evident between 1991 and 1994 in applications
of addition and subtraction (a fall of 4.9'; mei
19 items) and in 'other processes (a fall of 5.9';
over 23 items). At S2 there was a siu.nificant
drop in performance between 1991 and 1994 for
applications with whole numbers (a fall of ;

mei 27 items) and applications of decimals (a
fall of 3.7'; oser 22 items).

lor w hole number tasks there \\ as a significands
higher per.Ormance at P7 compared w lilt P4 and
almost all performances at S2 w ere better than
those at P7, but not significantly so. Applications
of lime had significantk higher peiformances at
P7 compared to P4''' and tasks in this area ith

loss success rates at P7 show ed a significant
improsement at S2. All tasks assessing
applications of fractions and percentages showed
some impros cment from P7 to S2 some

significant! \ so. Manv tasks assessing
applications of ratio. formulae and scale had
signilicands higher perlormances at S2 compared

ith P7.

Primary 4

J Overall. 67'; of tasks set at les el B and 16';
at level C ss cre answered correctls hs two
thirds of pupils.

Performance levels \sere high in applications
of whole number addition and subtraction
ss here hes ords and phrases made procedures
to be auipted clear.

In applications of multiplication and division.
Heady 60'; of pupils had success on level B
tasks* and over 30'; on level C tasks*.

J Performance on applications of time 55as high
on level B tasks with neark 60'; achies ing
success on level C tasks.

Primary 7

Overall, tsso thirds of pupils \\ ere successful
on 62'i of le\ el C tasks and 34'; of level I)
tasks .

J Performance oil whole annher tasks 55 as
good. w ith over 60(; of pupils successful on
level C tasks.

Neark 50(; of pupils were successful on le\ el
D decimal tasks.

For f ract ions and percentages. performance oil
level C'''' and D'' tasks w as similar w ith over
60'i of pupils achieving success.

Os er ft of pupils were correct on
applications of time at les el C and 65'; at les el
D.

Thsks at le\ el \\ hich invoked ratio and scale
or applications of formulae \\ ere successtulk
completed hs just oser 40'; of pupils.

BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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Secondary 2

__I 4.2( of tasks at le \ el I) tind (1( «)I tasks itt
le\ elk \\ ere tins \\ tired correct \\ o thirds

()I pupil,.

__I Pell ormance ii \\ hole number tasks \\
\\ h ilcark 70( ; ()I' pupils LieceS4111

On \ (' laNk C)f)( on le \ el 1) tasks.

_J Neark of pupik \\ ere successful \\ ith
applications or decimals in lc\ id 1) tasks :Hid
O\ cr on le\ el N.' tasks.

\ cr NV; of pupils \\ ere Nucce \ V. ii h

tipplications of fractions and percentages
le\ el D . .11.1st 1.111dcr crc successful
V. ith le\ el N tasks.

In ttpplications of time. most tasks V. ere at
le\ el I ) and ( ol pupik an.\\ ered them
correcik,

; of ratio. formulae and scale.
nearl 70' itns\kered le\ el 1) tasks
correct! \ and 44Y; le\ el 1: tasks.

Issues

What are the key .factors that determine
pupils' succe.ss in applying their
mathematical knowledg,- and skills in
context?

ts it better to introduce concepts and basic
processes and then develop skills in
applying them, Or is it more effective to
Mtroduce concepts and processes in context
in the f irst place?

liaL'd 011 IC\\ t'l 111,111 1(1 .11,c-111C111 1,14,

9
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The assessment of practical skills involved. in the
main. short discrete tasks which pupil, undertook
in circuits. The tasks co\ ered mental calculation.
estimating. use of calculators. measuring.
handling mone and handling time.

Trends and comparisons

Performance on the mental calculation tasks w as
similar in 1994 and 1991. being high on the three
tasks at P7 and good on tw 0 of the three at P4. In
using calculators, there was no overall difference
in performance at any stage between 1991 and
1994. In measurement of length there were
significantl better performances at P7 and S2 in
1994 compared with 1991.

Performance levels on si, tasks which involved
estimation of answers were very low. although
S2 performed better than P7 (with means of 8'
at P7 and 17'; at S2 t. The performance of P7
pupils in 1s eighing objects was not significantly
better than that of pupils in P4. At P7 and S2
most pupils w ere able to select appropriate
estimates for the volumes of various containers.
On monQ handling tasks. P7 pupils performed
better on most tasks than P4 pupils.

Primary 4

J 90(i or pupils w ere able to use a calculator to
carry out addition, subtraction, multiplication
and division task, correctly if answers did not
require rounding. 1(Ki of pupils were able to
round their calculation appropriatel.

--I Most pupils w ere able to im. a mo_pan
balance to put objects in order of weight hut
many had diff-icult \ finding the actual w eight
of an object.

Most pupils were able to give change from
L I but substantialk re%scr could gi% c change
front O.

1 0

J Most pupils could record two times from a
digital 12-hour clock hut few could go on to
calculate the time interval between them
which crossed a change of hour.

Primary 7

nNei. SOCi of pupils w ere successful on the
money handling tasks.

J One third of pupils could calculate the time
interval crossing a change of hour. Over
half could cons ert a 24-hour clock time into
anl/pm notation.

50( ; of pupils were able to use a calculator
and round their calculation appropriatei.

Secondary 2

J Over half of the pupils were able to calculate
the time interval crossing the change of hour
and most could conven a 24-hour clock time
into am/pm notation.

J 60'; of pupils w ere able to use a calculator
and round their calculation appropriately.

Issues

Do pupils, particularly in secondary
schools, receive sufficient experience of
practical work?

What contexts woukl be suitable,for SIIS2
practical work?

Would pupils' ability to convert between
units be improved by ntore frequent and
regular practice in measuring and
estimating?
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The sub-categories ofIT(111.!;4' of ShapcA.
mid .11ovemcw.Splunctry and Amgc correspond
cIosek to the strands identif ied in .1.atimfa/
Cuide/i/w.5.- Ihrthotheticr 5 I4.

Trends and comparisons

Performance in many aspects of this outcome \1 as
high overall. At P4. overall performance was
significantk worse in 199.4 compared w ith 1991
(a drop of 3.6' over 25 items), The majority or
practical tasks showed no differences in
performance O er this period. There w ere no
significant changes in performance at P7 or S2
between 1991 and 1994.

All tasks common to P4 and P7 show ed
significant increases in performance at P7 and
about half the tasks common to P7 and S2 show ell
a significant increase in performance at S2.

In the practical sur5e5. se\ eral tasks s ith 31) sohd
shapes were done as successfully by P4 pupils as
b\ P7 pupik. 1 lair the P7 and S2 pupils could
identik the number of ways in \\Ilia a rectangular
bankcard could fit the slot in a cash machine. 15';
at P7 and one third at S2 could determine w hat
the answer would be for a square card.

Primary 4

J 05erall. 53'; of tasks at le\ el 13 and 27'; of
tasks at level C were answered correctk 115
two thirds of pupils.

Nlost pupils could recognise or name squares.
triangles. he \ agons. circles, cubes and
py ramids.

J On le\ el 13 tasks on position and mo\ement.
most pupils could use map-kpe co-ordinates.
Fewer 1 et- c successful 55 ith compass
directions.

_I 80'; of pupils \\ cre able to complete shapes
about a satical or horiiontal a \ is Of sy inmeti5
les ek and 13 tasks1 and many l CR'

successful on level C tasks.

J Man\ level C tasks. including recognition of
right angles. 55 ere achieved b5 just under half
the pupils.

Primary 7

J Overall. 69'i of tasks at cs ci C and 55'; at
les el I) \s ere completed correctly by tw o
thirds of pupils.

J 11igh levels of perfonhance were show n for
le5 el C tasksr' on range of shapes. and most
pupils achieved success on les el D tasks.
These included naming 2D shapes.
recogniti(ln (1f 31) shapes from their 21)
representations and also the net of a cube.

Just over hall the pupils could determine the
radius of a circle gis en the diameter and ice
5ersa.

Reading cO-ordinates iind plotting points.
using map-type and Cartesian co-ordinates
(1st quadrant only I. was done successfully by
most pupils. Ilk. use or 8-point compass
notation 55as less successful.

J Completing sy nunetrical shapes w as well
done 1)5 most pupils. Identification of the a \es
of symmetry of squares and rhombuses was
also well done Nu onk hair ere correct ss ith

a rectangle (the diagonal being identified as
a line ol s\nunetr51.

J \lost pupils w ere able to identi 15 obtuse
angles and angles ot.45- . , I X() and 270 .

Determining the si/es of other angles. eg
angles associated 55 ith parallel lines. 55as
achieved by fess pupils.

Secondary 2

J Overall. 46'; of tasks at les el 1) and 18'; of
tasks at les cl P. were answ ered correctk by

o thirds of pupils.



Recognition ()1. simple 2" \ " as
achie\ ed by less than tyyo third, or pupils and
using their properties h eY en les,.

Recopition of simple 3I) shapes From their
21) representations \\ as s ell done hs most
pupils. Successful dra\l ing of nets or solids
depended on the solid in ok ed.

_J About NV( of pupils Ny ere able to determine
the radius of a circle Y\ hen gk en the diameter
(and y tee y ersak

\lost pupils YY ere able to earn\ out tasks
requiring understanding of an -point
compass rose.

\lost pupils could use (*artesian co-ordinates
in the l'irst quadrant but on l \ one third could

in the other threeplot points correctl
quadrant,.

\ lost pupils could dra or re,:ognise lines 01.

1\ mmem pros kled (bat the ayk 'yds \ ertical
or honiontal hut man\ had difficulties \\ ith
diagonal aYes.

_I Line', r \ ere eoi'rcetl dent ii led

lor squares and rhombuses. but just oy er half

the pupils y ere correct tor a rectangle.

J Onk one third oi' S2 pupils could y\ oiL yy ith
rotational s\ ilnilci r\

Knoy\ ledge about \ erticalk oppo.ite
yy as demonstrated bY under tYy 0 thirds Of
pupils. of angles associated \\ ith parallel lines

1)\ rUI \ el hall the pupils and about tile

angles of a triangle II\ just mei- one third of
pupik.

.J In the practical stir\ eY. shglitl more than half
the S2 pupils could identil\ the numbers or

entices and edees or cubes. pri,,in and

In the practical survey. measuring and
estimatine angles in the conteYt of using a
street map YY ere achieved by just under 1,y 0

thirds of the S2 sample.

1 2

Issues

Pupil perlarmance on many aspects of
Shape. Position and Alovement appears to
increase between P-1 and P7 Progression
from P7 to S2 is less clear. Ilow can
programmes of work and teaching
approaches he wlfusted improVe Matters
in S1182?

Bawd on 1.,..\\ er than ;.1.,e,..nteni

1 /
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Considerable emphasis is laid on the inclusion ol
Problem Solvim.; at all stages of the current
Scottish mathematics curriculum and in this
sun. \ pupils' achie \ emen, in Pmblem Solvint;
has been assessed in three different \\ a\ s.

) Short response utsk,. carried forw ard from the
199 i Nur\ Lw, in the \\ ritten papers at all three
slage:

2) 1:.. \tended response tasks ill the \\ ritten papers
at P7 and 52:

I: \tended problems in the practical surve\ at
all three stages. These problems \\ ere
presented in a onc-to-one situation b\ a
trained assessor \\ ho recorded each pupil',
response. at specified stages. through the
course of the task. and \\ ith an anal \ sis of the
strategies emplo ed. Appropriate prompts
\\ ere gi \ cn to the pupil \\ hen necessar.

It should he borne in mind that the AAP problem
sol \ ing tasks \\ ere done b\ intik iduals. hereas
in classrooms problem sok ing is Often a grOtip
acti \ it\

Trends and comparisons

There \\ as no significant diffe:ence sho \\ n in
us erall performances in most of lOc short 1.k:sponse
tasks carried fors\ ard Irolli 1991 1.0 11994. There
\\ as an o\ erall increase in performance between
P4 and P7 on the three collimon tasks and hetw cen
1'7 and 52 on three of the lour tasks \\ neil \\ ere
common to these two stages.

In the written survey

J Pupils appeared to pic lei .o use a

(hagrammatic approach to other stria( gies
onl \ ii the diagram \\ as lairl sitllple \ s the

coin* \ it \ increased. pupils tended to re\ crl
lo vs linen descriptions.

J Pupils did not. in gcneral. check that all
possibilities had been co\ ered.

Pupils appeared to prefer to itse a random
approach rather than a s stematic procedure.
\VIlen a s\ stematic approach \\ as adopted. the
strateg \\ a, usuall 'trial and impro\ ement'.

In a problem 55 hich involved selecting and
timetabling leisure activities from lists, subject
to stated constraints. 61 of P7 pupils and
65(i of S2 pupils were able to produce all
acceptable answer.

In the practical survey

J Pupils offen stated that the\ undersumd the
task despite e \ idence. in later stages of the
problem. of a lack of initial comprehension.

There 55 as reluctance to handle eqUipment and
materials despite clear encouragement.

,J In a problem \\ hich required pupils to make a
model of a ho \ and check \\ hether an object
would fit inside it. 19'; of P7 pupils \\ ere able
to \\ ork through the task completel \
satisfactorik. 5ft; were able to complete at
least olle stage satisfactorily. 'Fhe
corresponding percentages for S2 \\ ere 3W;
and 65'; .

=111r

Issues

Are pupils presented with a sufficiently
wide range of problems to solve?

How can teachers hest introduce pupils to
problem solving strategies?

Would more practical experience and group
diAcusion help pupils to improve their
problem solving skills?

BEST COPY AVAILABLE
1 3 b
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Lach ,chool takint.1 part in the \ P malltemanc,
\ur \ ev \\ as a,ked complete a que,tionnaire.
Thi \ included ques.tions, on curriculum: re \ources,
zind upport rot teitchitT: organisal ion of teaching:
\tra support for pupik: us,e of calculator\ and

computer\ and 1)1-Uttar\ 11.econdar\ liaison.

Time spent on mathematics

4(1( , of printar \ sdhn)l s \pent hem een 2 and
3 hour, and a further 40'; \pent hem een
nd 4 hours on mathematic\ ;it both P4 and
P7 ',loge,. during the \\ eek pri(cr to the ',Ur\ 0.

_1 In OS`, of .econdarA ..chook. 52 \\ as, reported

as pending at lea. t 3 hour, per %teck on
I*()1" N e or ,,chools, the time

\pent \\ a, at lea.t 3 hour, and fur 12', or
.ihook it \\ as het \\ cen 4 hours and 4 hour,
35 minute \ .

Resources

A, in tim \HY, (11 primarA \chool,
.,PI/G///etnemumt a, their main resource.

I I 11 secondarA \\ us,c,i

Trequentl 52 in 5`; okchook a initlat

finding to I 9() . The frequent' us,e of .1lath\
Ic lion ha\ increa,ed from 25'; of school,

in 1991 to 37'; in It)94.

1 In P7. one linud of priman \chool intr(Oluce

a re\ource from the earls \tage, of \econdar\
school. A quarter of the \ample of primar\
schools reported doing this in I 9k) I

Mathematics homework

_I T.... o 11.ird, ol pritnitrk ,chook and 97( .;

secondar \ \chools had set mathematic,
honto\ (irk during the \\ eel\ prior iodic stir\ eA.

40'; of \ school \ and O\ et- 50'; oF
Necondar \chunk reported et titit 15-30
minute \ of home \\ orl. er \\ eek. \lost or thc

other .chools had ,sel home \\ ork had
\et 40 6() minutes.

1 4

Practical mathematics

Practical mitthematics acti \ Uie, are much
more common in primary than in secondar\

hool..

Computers and calculators

Computer, kk erc iNed More frequentls., in

mathematic, in primar\ than in ,econdar\
\chool, to\ er 70' of primar\ compared \A ith
55`; of secondar\ I.

Computer crc us,ed most eq tient \

gl 0i pupils rather than indi \ iduals and
there \\ as a \\ ide ariat ion on the time reported
as heing spent on these acti \ ities.

. \ Ithough the most common 1.1m2 of computers
\\ as for reinforcement of learning. o\ er ;

ol ,ehools, recorded their usse in in\ e.tigation,
and prohlem ,o1\

_J One quarter of primar\ \chool. introduced the
calculator in Pl. a I miller half at P2 and the
remainder h\ P4.

Learning support

_1 Special ked learn* support teachers \\ ere
a\ ailahle in mathematics in hft, of secondar\
and 25', ()I' primal. \ schools in the \\ eek
hefore the \ur\

Primary/secondary liaison

_J Almost all schook reported arrangements in
place. In the main. these involved transfer
of information and visit \ h\ secondar\
mathematics \tall to primary schools.
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11 performance ot pupils in mathematics in 1994
can he assessed a, in relation to the 5 14 les els
and hi in relation to common assessment tasks

ilk- pies lotus sun es m 1991.

()s erall performance in relation to the 5-14
guidelines ss as reasonable at P4. hut poorer at P7
and mud poorer at S2.

_1 At P4. ss here 'most pupik' should attain les el
13, the mean score on tasks rated as les cl

64;i.

,J t P7. ss here 'most pupik' should attain les el
D. the mean score on tasks rated as les el D

.\1 S2. ss here *most pip K 'should attain les el
k. the mean score on tasks rated as lesel

-17(

It should be noted that the formal testing come
in ss hich AAP assessments are carried out is likels
to produce poorer performance than ss ould
normalls he found in pupils' school ssork.

\ lost of the drops in performance hets\ een 191)1
and 1()94 ss ere in basic processes of mathematics
and their application. :\ lean scores on common
tasks fell beks cell 1991 and 1994 hs 5'; in of
the II asisiects itssessed at P4. h\ 5`; in I of the
12 aspects assessed at P7 and 1.)\ 4'; in 4 of the
14 aspects assessed at S2. There \sere no
categories in ss hich significant gains in
performance \sere found in 1994 and. e wept at
P4. performance in most categories remained the
Name.

'Hie comparisons abos e pros ide a basis for
identik ing 'strength,. and ss eaknesses in pupils.
performance. The picture is summarised in
Figures 3 5 helms.

There \\ as little difference in the performance or
g irk and hos s in the majorit\ of tasks. At P4
girk did better than boss in a mMorits of tasks. at
P7 boss did better than girk and at S2 the
performance of ho\ s and girk ecitlalk good.

P4 performance oil ;i.peci., iii mameinah, \

Mean score on
all tasks (%)

Mean score on
level B tasks (%)

Comparison
with 1991

INI ORMAT ION I IANDL INC
Display and interpret 77 80 No change

NUMBER CONCEPTS
Range and type of number,
number vocabulary

53 56 No change

Patterns and sequences 65 68 No change

BASIC PROCESSES
Addition and subtraction 62 70 Better in 1991
Multiplication and division 42 59 Better in 1991

APPLICATIONS
Addition and subtraction 62 59 Better in 1991
Multiplication and division 40 56 No change
Time 64 77 No change
Other 42 54 Better in 1991

SHAPE, POSITION & MOVEMENT
Range of shapes, symmetry 69 79 Bet:ei in 1991
Position and movement, angle S I 56 Better in 1991

BEST COPYI AVAILABLE
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Mean score on
all tasks (%)

Mean score on
level D tasks (%)

Comparison
with 1991

INFORMATION HANDLING
Display and interpret 77 64 No change

. _ . .

NUMBER CONCEPTS
Range and type of number,
number vocabulary, estimate,
round and average

61 59 No change

Patterns and sequences,
symbols, functions and
equations

59 70 No change

BASIC PROCESSES
Whole number arithmetic 79 72 No change

Decimals, fractions and
percentages

43 49 Better in 109 I

APPLICATIONS
Whole number arithmetic 65 N.A No change

Decimals 50 47 No change

Fractions and percentages 55 62 No change

Time 74 65 No change

Ratio, formulae and scale 44 41 No change
. _ ..

SHAPE. POSITION & MOVEMENT
Range of shapes, symmetry 63 65 No change

Position and movement, angle 67 70 No change

1-it./ure 5: S2 nerl'ormance on pcct. of mathematk-,

Mean score on
all tasks (%)

Mean score on
level E tasks (%)

Comparison
with 1991

INFORMATION HANDHNIG
Display and interpret 76 69 No change

. _

NUMBER CONCEPTS
Range and type of number,
number vocabulary, estimate.
iound and average

52 46 No change

Patterns and sequences.
symbols, functions and
equations

33 No change

BASIC PROCESSES
Whole number arithmetic 71 Better in 1991

Decimals, fractions and
percentages

59 44 Better in 1991

APPLILA I IONS
Whole number arithmetic 66 N/A Better in 1991

Decimals 55 41 Better in 1991

Fractions ,md percentages 4.1 38 No change

Time 65 N/A No change

Ratio, formulae and scale 43 41 No change
...___ .

SHAPE. POSITION & MO\ I MENT
Range of shapes 54 16 No change

Symmetry 57 49 No change

Position and movement 58 47 No change

Angle 53 53 No change

1 6
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